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This is a kite for the wishes of Gandhi
This is a kite in the flory of unity
This kite does not belong to any religion
It is a kite flown for the whole country

Communal Harmony
by Skye Morrison

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth

Water is everywhere, as the water circle bring water to everywhere
in the city. The building of riverbank as the definition of the river is
present that water is somewhere until the monsoon coming. Monsoon
make it visible for people to realize that water is everywhere, and
brings a rethinking of water: what the relation of the notion of water
and experience of water? People experience monsoon though the
reception, touching and using, which is seen as a difference with the
water limited and defined as a regular shape in Sabarmati. Monsoon
blurs the boundary of the water body and brings the experience of
water. When we came back to the city from Sabarmati, The order
of urban space is drive by the two same factors. The notion and
experience of urban space are different form orders in different
periods of Ahmedabad. The boundary of the city is present as the
Old Walls and the border of Pols, that compose an order of boundary.
During the Kites Festival, urban space becomes experienceable instead
of defined. When kites are everywhere, the old order is blurred—the
kites during the kites festival like winter monsoon, which blurs the
order of city boundary. Recording to rethinking the relation of these
two urban orders, a new Ahmadabad will be composed as a more
experienceable way every time and everywhere. As the same time,
the significance of the boundary can not be ignored. On the other
hand, how to expand the new order from the old town to the new
town on the other side of Sabarmati is substantial evidence showed
applicability and development of this order.
Composing a Labyrinth City based on the order during the kites
festival maintains and expands the experience of urban space.
Around the events, peoples' movement and perception about kites
are influence other social institutes and agency, all these nodes of
experience are guided the people's trade. People are wander aimed
to experience all the activities and serve about kites. Their actions
get rid of the concept of geographical division; the motivation about
behaviour is simplified about kites. In the Labyrinth City, kites are
key devices stimulating more opportunities to blur the function
and defined spaces, and city free from the strongly conceptually
planned urban layout and texture, becoming a city of experience and
wandering. Encouraged to be spontaneous and have more individual
behaviour, the city will form a new order for an experience not only
the kites, but every actual event is benefiting the city. Events give the
motivation to experience the space.

ABSTRACT

Moreover, they remove the traditional definitions the boundaries showed
about their classes, religious and gender. The processes and points of sites are
recorded as the 'nodes of experiences' of Labyrinth, and the people wandering
in the city whose activities and perceptions are influenced by those nodes when
they were looking up to the kites. On the other hand, The urban space defined
by conceptual divisions has obvious boundaries in the material world. Peoples
follow the order of boundary to experience and communicate. The conceptual
public is limited by boundary and the idea under the boundary as classes,
religious, genders. Those definitions are useful for regulation and management
in the whole. And the realistic space for experience and the ideal conceptual
boundary are synchronized a new Ahmedabad.
The methodology of composing a Labyrinth city is combined with the
representation of kites events and trace of citizens. The kites events as making
kites string, colouring, winding, kites paper cutting and kites flying scattered
in every corner of the old city are extracted to enlarge and emphasize their
urban space. A monsoon of kites based on these data is present to show the
wetness of it. I attempt to use squirrels movements to represent the lost state of
individuals who get rid of the guide of the boundary. Two orders synchronized
for Ahmedabad is established though phenomenon transparency.
In the Labyrinth in the old town, The gates are potential points to expand the
new city pattern to outside. I select the sites across the river to be a new gate to
expand the order from inside, the town circled by New Walls and Old Walls, to
the outside, the opposite town of Sabarmati.
The art school is the new gate for Labyrinth city. The art school, designed to be
the connection of outside and inside of the old town, which also located on the
boundary of the water body, shows anther boundary about the local experience
and ideal theory In ideology. The historical influence gives it two missions
about art education: one is for teaching traditional western drawing; another is
for inheriting social drafting work. The boundary inside of this art school is be
blurred by itself: connecting the Labyrinth gate, craft education is built on the
river; on the other side, the ideal western theory is teaching as well, as the other
art schools build in the New town.
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Water is Everywhere
Between Boundary and Monsoon

Part 1
Thesis

A grand carnival is happening when the monsoon
is coming. Indian monsoon affects India and its
surrounding water bodies from the northeast to
southeast during in the warmest months of the
year. A large amount of continuous rainfall leads
the city into the wettest season. When water is
ever ywhere, Ahmedabad enters a new urban
order around water: the agencies and people on
the ground correspond to the high wetness in
every aspect of society. Under the new order of
water, the urban system lead by the magnified and
emphasized water circle, Ahmedabad get a kind of
happiness compared with the city without monsoon
on the winter. The relation of experiencing water
and the notion of water becomes a visible paradox
with and without monsoon. Thinking the city start
with that, the paradox of urban space is similar.
In the winter without monsoon, the boundaries
of water body identified its shapes and forms.
Boundaries reduce the ambiguous before the
Monsoon coming. (1) When water drops down
from the high way, the water distributed and landed
according to a specific rule overflows the river, flows
on the street, is absorbed into the plant body, flows
into the ground and river, and comes back to the sky
in the End. The water circle is amplified by the arriving
of monsoon that is everywhere. The ambiguous
territories with high wetness but outside the river
presented in people's sight is to remind them that
the historical conversion of river forms. Water
becomes visible not only in the river but everywhere.

1. Mathur and Cunha, Soak: Mumbai in an estuary (New Delhi:
Khanna, 2009), p19.
2. Dilip Da Cunha and Anuradha Mathur, In the Terrain of
Water (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania, 2014), p5.

The boundary defines the water in somewhere. Dams
and watersheds divide the city into two parts: water
body and habitat of human. (2)The boundary build
started with planning conceptual organization and
expected territories' division for the ideal 'happiness
of Ahmadabad'.

Happiness of Ahmedabad

The new riverfront has been developed to an area
that presented as a middle zone between the human
habitat and water, and the materialistic texture is
on the edge of industrial society and the natural
world. The monsoon, as rain in midair and flood
in Sabarmati before the build of new walls, is an
accurate measure for the wetness of Ahmadabad.
When the monsoon is coming, the middle zone
between land and river are become more blurred and
ambiguous with high wetness. On the contrast, the
middle zone between building and street, rooftops
and gates are stressed by water when the boundaries
of them are blurred. The water in Ahmedabad is
redistributed, as well as the urban space. Moreover,
more ambiguous territories are created.
The city becomes a new one with monsoons' coming,
where water is distributed and the peoples' activities
are guided. The blurring of riverfront means that the
real experience of monsoon blurs the conceptual
boundary on the planing. Moreover, in the material
world, a city under the monsoon are distributed
contrast with the old one that water is somewhere
with New Wall: the public and private space are
redefined, space activities and are reassigned, and
the architectural agency is a change to response the
monsoon. These activities and public space around
monsoon get rid of the boundary and build a new
state of the city with the order of monsoon. The
meaning of defining space as outside or inside is less
than the experience of collecting and using water by
cooperating with the monsoon.
The monsoon shows one wetness in Ahmadabad.
Other factors might influence the city in a different
layer and to fluctuate and change with continues
activities as the monsoon. As a measure of wetness,
it reflects a fluctuating data arrangement about all
the related events in Ahmadabad. River, riverfront
with parks and residential area has different unite of
wetness, and construct the city of water as a network
structure under the influence of various human and
natural activities. With the media of monsoon, the
water is everywhere reflecting the redistribution of
the life, culture and religions.
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KITE are Everywhere
Between Boundary and KITE

Part 1
Thesis

The city becomes different with kites as well. Kites
are over one thousand years in India, and flying
kites becomes a highly integrated part of India’s
cultural heritage. Kites making and trading, flying
and catching happen in every day in every corner of
Ahmedabad in winter. (3) These activities become
interludes out of necessary daily routines. The bright
colours float in the air, and the fingers receive the
force of the kite string and feel the changes in the
airflow as the arms swing. Flying a kite gives life
rich experiences like Tactile and visual. On the kites
festival, when all the daily routines are temporary
entirely, and kites become the central items that
influenced peoples’ life, a new order of city is
established during this particular period. Moreover,
the characteristic of urban space in the city is
changed for kites.
On the other hand, Flying kite is a personal activity
that happened to a group of people. It means
that the individual behaviours are independent
and out of specific order, although those activities
are analogous. When the individual, collective
behaviour gets rid of a unite routine, the urban
space supporting is present a new order shaped and
interpreted by every individual and personal esthesia.

3. The Swadeshi Academic Council, Skye Morrison and Mark
Parkinson, The Kites Book (Gujarat, 2004), p10

When the kites scattered in the sky in January in
Ahmadabad, Kites becomes a new monsoon in
winter. Rooftops are the primary recipients when
the water flowing, and become the anchors when
the kites are flying. From the rooftops, monsoon
into buildings and peoples’ life. On the winter, kites
are come from peoples’ spaces and flying on the
rooftops. The process of activities about kites and
monsoon are comparable. They are regarded as one
measure like a monsoon of kites for the happiness
and wetness of Ahmedabad.

Happiness of Ahmedabad

MONSOON

KITES

Rain
Cloud
Captation
River
Lake

Maja / Kites strings
Kites
People
Rooftop
Kite Shops

(Coloring matter)
Red
Green
Yellow

Rainstorm
Moderate rain
light rain

Water Circle
Rainfall
Evaporation
Flow
Freezes

Flying Kite
Drop down
Flying
Waggle
Cutting
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Part 1
Thesis

Recorded the wetness of winter monsoon, kites are
another measure for the happiness of Ahmadabad.
When the kites are everywhere, a new order in
Ahmadabad was quietly established. Kites' making
and flying have updated the activities of urban space,
and new regulations of behaviour and perception
are forming with these activities. The kites festival
and all the relative manufactures and activities are
intervened in the old city rules as a secure system
of agency, and people are participating in the new
urban order. With the sense of touch and vision
revolve around the kite, the relation of people are
redistributed.
Under the sky of kites, Ahmadabad is a city for the
experience. The definition of space is be blurred as
outside and inside, rooftop and underground, water
and land. The nature of space is about how people
experience a space about kites. Children caching
fell kites on the road in the limit space beside the
narrow buildings, and people are making string
beside the gates and alongside the Old Walls. These
urban space used to be ignored part of the new city
order of kites. As a water collecting device in the
city of monsoon, the rooftop is redefined as a space
of flying kites, chatting with families playing music
in the kites festival. Family activities have become
part of the experience of kites: They submit the kite
strings to each other, exchange about everything
the kite brings, and family and life. The kites are
intertwined in the sky and cut each other, while the
distant families have an intersection at this moment.
Human emotions and perceptions reach empathy
at this moment. The rooftops, forming a new road
ignoring the border of buildings and blocks, become
the new territories of boundaries and a new order
of urban space during the kite festival. City under
the kite festival becomes a new Ahmedabad with a
specific order of kites.

Happiness of Ahmedabad

In the context of kites, all the spaces are fragments
for experiences about kites, the nodes of events are
being connected with the people's trade. People
going around in the city for making and trading
kites, even they have the aim, the continuity of
action is interrupted by dense nodes of events'
fragments. These activities are collective individual
behaviours, which means the nodes are specific for
certain people, not a number of groups. This makes
all the activities more personality and flexible. The
boundaries of buildings and pols with different
families, religion and gender is disappeared when
they have the intersection and same perception
when they are cutting and flying kites. People are
exploring and wandering the public space and blur
the boundaries of the city.
The city without kites festivals is restored the original
order, which is a city with boundary. It is clear to find
the sense of boundary of Ahmadabad when people
with
Hindu and Muslim religious clothing living actively
in different pols. The wide road and narrative
buildings guild citizens' trend of experiencing urban
space. Without the kites, peoples following the daily
routines are guided by the most efficient and direct
planning of the road on mapping. Space lost its
content, and it returns to be defined as inside and
outside, road and building, Muslim and Hindu. The
experience of space is replaced by the definition of
space to be the order for people to follow. Without
the children caching the fell kites, the road only
belongs to vehicles for linear motion. The rooftops
are individual agency instead of a connected road
without flying kites in this specific situation. The
notion of space is to be defined clearly without
ambiguity.

4. Michel de Certeau, The practice of everyday life, trans.
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London:University of California Press,
1984), p91.

This perspective of planning city by build clear
boundaries for every agency is by a voyeur. Michel
de Certeau regards the people standing at the top
of the highest building in the city as voyeurs. And
he takes up with an opposite concept as walker
to maintain the perspective of individuals who are
involved in urban space. (4) By the perspective of a
walker, peoples experience the Ahmadabad of kites
space without specific directional route which has
certain parallel rules with boundaries------ they are
city wanderers.
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Boundary Ahmedabad
The City without Kite Festival

5. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)

Part 1
Thesis

The different cities with kites and without kites have
elicited a thought about urban space: in the city
planning, the notion of space or the experience of
space which is more important? In other words,
which one could bring more happiness for the city
and people life? It is evident that with or without
monsoon of kites, city present distinguishes urban
order and rule for material and spiritual world in
Ahmedabad. The thinking of how to define space
is recording to one paradox proposed by Bernard
Tschumi. (5) He shows a paradox based on the
review of the ideal utopian planning in the twentieth
century. The paradox of questioning the nature of
space and the same time experience spatial praxis
sparked thinking about an ideal urban space model.
Tschumi thinks there are two types of urban planning
principles that show the extreme derivations of the
two paradoxes: one is the 'Pyramid' based on the
ideal theoretical training, the another is 'Labyrinth'
that composed by sense and events. In Ahmedabad,
the two types of extreme editions could be seen as
the city without and with kites festival.
If we separate the planning of the city into two
extreme city models, then the closest to the first
one as 'Pyramid' is a city without the kite festival. In
the period without the kites festival, kites' role is not
potential vital to form the specific order to influence
peoples' activities, and the space and definition of
space are planned by the boundary. The notion of
space rather than the experience is the principal
factor influencing peoples' movements and trend of
behaviour.

Ahmedabad We See

The boundar y in Ahmadabad as Old Wall is
organized by the power to divide the different areas
of rights, functions and religious for maintaining
the harmony inside of different pols. The pols used
to be the unites for separating different races with
uncoordinated beliefs and habits. There was only
have individual gates for communication between
them, were to form the points of exchanging and
interaction. With the disappearing of physical
boundaries, the long-narrow complex still exists
in the old town nowadays. Moreover, the sense of
boundary is not disappearing with it. It is distinctive
that the buildings opposite with the Old Wall are
present typical urban patterns of the boundary with
the contrast in density and forms with the outside of
the Old Wall.
The boundary is the ideal city pattern and order
for the expected future and review past. The line,
from the conceptual form on a city plan, presents
as boundaries with ideological divisions on reality.
Moreover, with the developing of these elevations,
boundaries are transferred from conceptual planning
form to an urban territory. The ideological lines
for dividing space have non-spatial ambiguity. The
boundaries territories are become a specific area
with a unique characteristic, which is high efficiency
and have the principle of linear space serving traffic
and temporary communication, different with two
opposite departments. This characteristic reduces
the ambiguity of boundaries' territory in the material
world.

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth

Part 1
Thesis

Another significant boundary, the New Wall of
Sabarmati, has an opposite developed process.
Without the riverbank, the boundaries' territory
used to have more ambiguity compare with the river
nowadays. The building of the New Wall, called the
master plan in Ahmadabad, is another conceptual
edge for water and land. (6) If the boundaries of
old Pols are presented on the architecture, which
is human civilization's response to borders, the
boundaries of water are the wetness transition
and extension. There are the territories for plants,
animals, and amenities, and a straight road through
over the territory paralleled to Sarramati. The degree
of wetness is present as step distribution from
the highest of the river to the lowest of land. The
riverfront as a well-defined middle zone is shown
repetition and emphasis of linear elements parallel
to the river. The conceptual lines transform into the
high walls, road and strip parks.

6. Sabarmati Riverfront website, Retrieved 18 August, 2020,
from http://sabarmatiriverfront.com/master-plan.
7. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)
8.Michel de Certeau, The practice of everyday life, trans.
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London:University of California Press,
1984), p91.

The Boundaries, between different territories, as used
Old Walls and New Walls, are compose the structure
of the Pyramid in Ahmadabad. Bernard Tschumi
regards the organization of secure guiding linear
conceptual form from designer as the Pyramid. (7)
In Mahatma, with the typical grids to the constituent
city plan, is an instance of design following the
principles of Pyramid. The boundary of regular blocks
is locating every object without ambiguous. The
relative definitions occurred with boundary define
distinct contents of spaces. On the other hand, the
contents also are one of the motivations to drive
power to set the boundary for clear function and
form division. The grids, as the Walls in Ahmadabad,
are drive urban space trend to be clarity rather than
ambiguity.

Ahmedabad We See

Pe o p l e s ' T h e Wa l l s a l s o i n f l u e n c e p e o p l e s '
activities. The Walls are roughly divided the relatively
private and public space with a physical method:
The spaces inside of pols are for a private collection
in acquaintance society, and the street between the
pols and beside the walls are for interaction with
the whole citizens. From the perspective of voyeurs;
peoples activities are parallel to the boundary of
buildings, pols and Walls. The meaning and notion
of specific space are hinted by the groups of peoples
living in one territory. Different religious and classes
are present in the territories they occupied. There
is a limited necessity of communication in their life
between different territories.
The perspective of the Pyramid is by a voyeur. Michel
de Certeau takes up the concept as a voyeur to
represent the view of the omniscient perspective
for reading the city standing on the highest top of
buildings. (8) He based on the example as Mahatma
to describe this theory. In Mahatma, the grid is
Primary concept in the perspective of the voyeur,
and this is the perspective that essential for power
to inter vention. However, The idealist utopian
modern city composition is guide space without
the experience of space. That means there is no
individual perspective and perception on voyeurs'
view, and the city based on this view is to provide
less space for changing with personal experiences.
In Ahmadabad, the ideal form of Walls definite and
locate every individual and activity. Space is easy to
frame and navigate on the plan. Voyeurs are strictly
relative to power, and theoretical and politicized
perspectives.

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth
This direct and simple way to distinguish water and
land are mainly by the perspective of a voyeur as
well, which is the assumption of the relationship
between human and nature. Planning water and
land with regular shape comes from the general
consensus on the natural laws of water, also
relative with power as territories' management.

Ahmedabad Without Kite Festival

Part 1
Thesis

Voyeur perspective is easy for power to intervene
Sociological and management concepts in the
material world because of its no ambiguous. On the
other hand, the city with boundaries is a conceptual
and ideal city model which focus on defined space
rather than experience space.

Ahmedabad with the order of Boudnary

Ahmedabad We See
For the city with regional activities and characteristics
under boundary, urban request more flexibility
and opportunity to present the cultural events and
background.
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Labyrinth Ahmedabad
The City with Kite Festival

9. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)
10. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)
11. Rem Koolhaas, Life in the Metropolis (Architectural Design
47, no. 5, August 1977)
12. Michel de Certeau, The practice of everyday life, trans.
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London:University of California Press,
1984), p91.

Part 1
Thesis

The city under the monsoon of kite represents the
second part of the paradox about urban space: it
is an extreme city model of 'Labyrinth'. The kites
and the people's trades beside the kites activities
compose a Labyrinth of Ahmadabad. (9) Its spatiality
and experiences are driving the city to form a series
of public space instead of the textures of boundaries.
Tschumi takes up the concept as Labyrinth as the city
with spaces of experiences, which are fragmental and
separate nodes of events,(10) and the relationship
between each node is not be guided and driveby planned route for composing a city textural on
voyeurs' eyes, but the wandering movements aimless
and spontaneous.
Movements and nodes of events constitute the
structure of Labyrinth. In other words, they are the
'ideological navigation' and 'metaphoric archipelago'
of Labyrinth. (11) Every activates about kites in
everywhere are build the 'metaphoric archipelago',
and the kite runners, as the city wanderers are
guided by kites to experience the urban space, are
'ideological navigation' in Ahmadabad. Because the
activities are individual and without a common and
grand purpose, the behaviour with the guide of kites
is spontaneous. And all the individual behaviour
forms the same phenomenon and communicating
perception on kites festival. People are working
around and finding a rooftop for flying kites on the
road, or just looking up the kites on the sky when
he or she is wandering on his home way. It does not
designate actions and behaviours for a collective
purpose. This is a city under great pleasure that all
the urban space are weakened the firm guidance of
the boundary for every daily life.

Ahmedabad We See

In the Labyrinth City, kites are key devices stimulating
more opportunities to defined a new notion of space,
while blurring the old definition and boundary.
The city is free from the strongly conceptually
planned urban layout and texture, becoming a city
of experience and wandering. The urban space is
getting new missions for kites activities, and be
redefined as its experiences in terms of feeling.
Rooftops are regarded as the stops and anchor
points of kites instead of regular rectangles structures
for resisting wind and rain. The riverbanks seem like
the giant piers for a larger innovative kite.
In the labyrinth city, kites are the triggered device,
but not be the only items to define the meaning
of public urban spaces. Being encouraged by
spontaneous and individual behaviour, the city will
form a new order for an experience not only the
kites, but every active event is benefiting the city.
Reading city as a Labyrinth, in the aspect of planning,
the city is read by individual view instead of the
voyeur view. Certeau takes up with an opposing
concept of voyeur as 'walker'. (12) In the perspective
of a walker, experiencing urban spasticity without
holistically locating themself is lost. Without the
boundary, space is hard to locate as certain items,
but a place entirely for perception and exploring with
personal names with unique memory in their mind.
In Labyrinth, space is for personal experience, rather
than forming a concept of space for a theoretical
exception.
For city planning, it is not easy to operate an urban
structure as detail as walker's perspective. In other
words, the Labyrinth is not designed by certain
clear guidance. The factors influencing individuals'
activities are affected by their personal life detail,
which not forms a certain regulation. People feeling
lost in Labyrinth hints that the factors in Labyrinth
are fragments with less rational connections. Lost
means unconscious and random encounters of
individuals and events, and activities that do not
pursue efficiency and precision. Compare with
Pyramid, The city of Labyrinth is out of the control of
power and organization.

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth
Kites runners, the city wanderers who not follow
the planning lines on the city, have a perspective
of w a l ke r s i n a n e w A h m a d a ba d i n s te a d of
walkers under the Pyramid structure. In other
words, the ideal walker in Labyrinth city is hard
to record and analyzed. The other perspective
meeting our requirements for the ideal walker for
deconstructing the Pyramid is the view of squirrels.

Ahmedabad With Kite Festival

Part 1
Thesis

When we had the field trip on Ahmadabad, The
squirrels wandering on the city suggest us there
has an ideal city wander perspective. Squirrels,
less influenced by the Pyramid structure due
to its smaller volume and aimless lifestyle, are
everywhere in Ahmadabad. The routes of squirrels
are roundabout, purposeless but scattered between
each node of events: the activities about kites.

City enters the carnival of interacting with kites

Ahmedabad We See
The Intermittent, unstable, and randomly changing
walking routes are become the representation of the
ideal status of kite runners and be the 'ideological
navigation' of Labyrinth.

All the Factors in the City with and without Kite Festival
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Phenomenal Transparency:
Layer city
A New Ahmedabad with Kites

Part 2
Methedology/Research

The cities with and without kite festival show two
opposite parts of the planning representation of the
paradox about space: the notion of space and the
experiences of space. Tschumi explains the relation
of these paradoxes as follow:
Indeed architecture constitutes the reality of experience
while this reality gets in the way of the overall vision.
Architecture constitutes the abstraction of absolute truth,
while this very truth gets in the way of feelings. We cannot
both experience and think we experience. The concept
of dog does not bark ; the concept of space is not space.
(13)

The ideal modernist city composition of the 20thcentury Advocates the meaning of the territorial
scope and boundary of the city defined order,
which is reflected and questioned by Tschumi. He
presents that city will get more pleasure when the
force of conceptualization is replaced by the force
of experience. The experience from walker view is
the most fundamental factor for the happiness and
pleasure of Ahmedabad. When the city is planning
come back to the walker from the ideal theory and
cognition, the urban space comes back for every
individual with personal experience, memory and
use. Kites festival, as the ultimate expression of
the spatial order of the labyrinth city, could be one
conceptual model for the ideal city from.

13. Bernard Tschumi, The pleasure of Architecture, (
Architectural Design 3, March 1977) p218
14. Rowe and Slutzky, Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal
(Perspecta, Vol. 8, 1963) p45-54

However, the experience is challenging to be
considered as an essential factor in urban planning.
The planning of the city is hard to get rid of the unite
control as lines which hint the sense of boundary.
When the city records and redrew, the planning hints
the privilege of designer related to power. The allseeing view is guild the planning to be manageable
a n d re a d a b l e i n t e g r a l l y. T h e b o u n d a r i e s i n
Ahmedabad lead a specific characteristic of decency
of space and activities, which is the overall view the
Labyrinth does not possess.

Ahmedabad We Want

T h e p h e n o m e n a l t r a n s pa re n c y i s u s e d a s a
thoughtfully approach instead of the theoretical
perspective to achieve the combination. (14) They
compose of Labyrinth and Pyramid is the method
that forms the ideal Ahmedabad with kites in
my design.  In my design, a layered city will be
created for composing the structures of Pyramid
and Labyrinth in Ahmadabad. The layers are not
be explained as physical spatial layers but are
represented as different interpenetrate planes, which
become the primary concepts of conscious with
the exchange of focus. The order of Pyramid and
Labyrinth are present its wetness of part of the city.
Phenomenal transparency means list every element
that influenced the Labyrinth and Pyramid. Through
superimposition, the foreground and background
of each site in the city are selected according to
the specific location, which is exchanged according
to the characteristics of the sites. And a new urban
texture is constructed, while a new boundary is
generated from this.
The characteristics of the Pyramid and Labyrinth in
Ahmadabad compose different urban textures. The
theoretical planning is essential for the designer'
operation and hypothesis. The voyeurs' perspective
is drives power that holds a holistic view beyond
walker's reading to plan the spatial and architectonic
entities theoretically. The absence of spatial
ambiguity under the Pyramid is eliminating the
complexity contradiction of the city. With the view
of voyeur, The city is be separated by boundaries of
pols, towns and river. Without ambiguity, the space
characteristic besides the boundaries is distinguished
with inside and outside. The city is present as parts
of territories centred on the private space of the
acquaintance community, and the exterior is a dense
and narrow building elevation to present a sense
of defence and boundary. There are gates between
outside and inside, which are form specific urban
spaces that get the role of connection. This texture of
Pyramid is one layer for the new Ahemdabad.
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The characteristics of the Pyramid and Labyrinth in
Ahmadabad compose different urban texture. The
theoretical planning is essential for the designer'
operation and hypothesis. The voyeurs' perspective
is drives power that holds a holistic view beyond
walker's reading to plan the spatial and architectonic
entities theoretically. The absence of spatial
ambiguity under the Pyramid is eliminating the
complexity contradiction of the city. With the view
of voyeur, The city is be separated by boundaries of
pols, towns and river. Without ambiguity, the space
characteristic besides the boundaries is distinguished
with inside and outside. The city is present as parts
of territories centred on the private space of the
acquaintance community, and the exterior is a dense
and narrow building elevation to present a sense
of defence and boundary. There are gates between
outside and inside, which are form specific urban
spaces that get the role of connection. This texture of
Pyramid is one layer for the new Ahemdabad.
The texture of the Labyrinth is different. On the other
hand, the characteristic of Labyrinth is not present as
a specific texture, but Spatialistic. People wander on
the city and catch the view from walker perspective.
The detail of peoples faces and emotion, the
elevations of building beside the street, the opening
door and the families gaze inside it composes the
specialistic of Ahmedabad. During the kites festival,
people pass-by the view on the street, then they
catch the specific texture as the processes of making
kites. This process happened beside the street, river,
and also inside of the buildings. With the guide of
kites, the whole process is linked with kites string by
personal memories. The strings follow the wanders'
trace with the expanding of individual experience
and combine the views of the hand that controls
the machine, the kite material, the colour and the
dynamic changes with the swing of the hand. That all
the views and string compose the specialistic of kites
festival in Ahmedabad.

15. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)
16. Bernard Tschumi, The Architectural Paradox ( Studio
International, Stept.-Oct. 1975)

The intervention of Labyrinth is relived the city from
rigorous urban composition and creates a condition
to mix the concept of space and physical space. (15)
The ideal city planning is not only be considered as
direct lines as boundaries. Simultaneous perception
and experience break the architectural paradox of
questioning the nature of space and experiencing a
spatial praxis. (16)
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Monsoon of kites
With the data of kites, a fluctuating cloth shows the monsoon of kites

There are three layers for Labyrinth: two kites layers
as 'metaphoric archipelago' and squirrels' layer as
'ideological navigation'. Furthermore, the Pyramid
is showed by the boundary layer presented the
conceptual form in Ahmadabad. The city layers are
simultaneous pushed on the materialistic world.  

1. Monsoon of kites
The spatial penetration of layers hints the media
between events and movements, as a flow of air.
Materializing the media by quantifying the density
of the air is embodied the influence of the events
on the city. Monsoon is unitized wetness for all the
activities in Ahmadabad, as well as Kites. And when
the monsoon is coming, water is filling up space over
the city as a measure of wetness in the air. The air is
the media to connect and reflect the volatility and
trend of the density of kites activities. In my design,
the wetness of kites is represented as a fabric over
the whole city, which becomes the first layer of
Labyrinth.
The fabric is based on the data about kites likes
markets and roof tops and presented as the
illustration of the monsoon of kites. It is waving with
the wind and gently covers the sky above the city. It
has the potential to establish new connections and
form a new order in planning by the new rooftops
system.
The curves of fabric form the new rooftops' system.
The soft structures like kites are pulled by the
agency on the ground with tension, which is another
representation of monsoon of kites.

Presentation of Kite with Three Scales
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2. The Kites Events
The kites events are present by the specialistic of
kites festival, which is the second layer of Labyrinth.
The hand that controls the machine, the detail of
rolling coils and the jar full of paint are linked by
the waving strings coloured and entangled. These
processes are the view by walker perspective, which
are emphasized and transformed into part of the
urban texture.

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth

3, The squirrel's layer
The wanderers that lost in the Labyrinth and be
attracted by kites physically is another layer of the
city. The trace of wandering is represented as the
routes of squirrels, whose view and characteristic is
get rid of the limitation and has less influence from
boundaries in Pyramid city. As the ideal model for
presenting the behaviours of wanderers in Labyrinth
city, the trace of squirrels is translated to an
architectural language and be modelled by slender
strips of wood, which simulates the tree trunk that
squirrel crawling.
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The Scenes of Ideal Boundary by Squirrles' Perspective

The Old Walls

The Scenes of Physical Boundary by Squirrles' Perspective The Opposite Elevations

The Representation of Physical Boundary by Squirrles' Perspective

Ahmedabad: Past, Present and Possible - Writing on The City of the
Kites Labyrinth

Interpret the Boundary through the Perspective of Squirrels
Simulate an ideal city walker during the kite festival
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Material of Wander
The Architectural Language of the Wander's Lost Path
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4. The boundary layer
The boundary layer is the controlling factor of
new Labyrinth Ahmedabad that alongside the old
boundaries of pols and old town.
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Presentation of Boundary in Ideal Composition
Elevations, Trees, Linear Traffic Space and People compose the territory of Boundary

GATE OF LABYRINTH

Phenomenal Transparency: Layer City

Monsoon of Kites

Kites Layer

Boundaries Layer

The Labyrinth City with the Current Boundaries

Phenomenal Transparency: Layer City

The Labyrinth City with the Current Boundaries
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Entrance of Labyrinth City
A Boundaries' territory for Kites
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Gates are the only places expected to be the agencies
that blur the two different spacial characteristics
of inside and outside when the Old Wall exists
materially. When the physical lines disappear in the
map, the public communication between outside and
inside are still mainly cross the gates. For instance,
around the Sarangpur Darwaja, there is a collection
of street vendors and craftsmen. Peoples eating
and chatting alongside the gates where is regarded
as a point of public space for locals. Alongside the
position of Old Wall, along the fence is built as a new
boundary to satisfy the need for relative privacy. The
gates are being regulated as transportation hubs
for organizing a manageable city. The gates, gave a
meaning of the communication of public and private,
present the significant cultural lifestyle whether
before and after the build of Old Wall.
.
In the new Labyrinth Ahmedabad, gates are still the
agencies presented the blurred state of different
spaces. Blurred gates mean that new gates are
more flexible and get rid of the form of Old Walls.
Moreover, a series of gates are established for the
expanding and development of a new order of
Labyrinth. For example, besides the river, the new
town gives more industrialization and modernization
mission compared with the individual manufacture
in the old town. And in the middle of them, which
also on the boundaries of water and land, a series
of agencies are presented to blur the distinct
boundaries between the territories of new and old,
water and land, or modern and tradition.

17. Haruhiko Fujita, Art and Design Education in Nineteenth
Century India : British Background and Development in South
Asia (The ACDHT Journal, No.2, 2017) p109-120

The space of gates have followed the order of
Labyrinth city inside of the old wall, and present a
trend of expanding toward the directions of the old
town and new town. A series of agencies composed
to the gates are expected to show the blurring of
boundaries in other terms.

Ahmedabad We Want

The gate between the old town and new town is the
entry of Labyrinth that supports on the theoretical
and practical level. The education of crafting about
kites is an appropriate entry point.
The education of art in India presents a historical
complex and contradiction. Indian art education was
started at nineteenth century with assistance from
London. (17) And these art schools were based on
classic western theories and drawings. After the next
Indian generation as Madaras manages the school,
some turned to focus on the traditional craft, parallel
to western naturalistic drawing classes at the same
time. The fusion teaching of western and India is
showing a sense of blurring between the idealistic
world and the cultural material world. The National
Institute of Design is the first design research and
educational institutes in India, which located on the
new town of Ahmedabad. And this education and
experiences are introduced into the Labyrinth city by
this entry.
Art education, as modern professional education,
has a strong connection with modern society and
technology. On the other hand, part of the India
art education is focused on traditional art and
craft, which are relative to the traditional handicraft
workshops in the old town. The two distinguish
directions with the different backgrounds from new
town and old town are designed to be a community
on the boundary.
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The boundary of tradition and modern is presented
and blurred by the art school. The kites, as the factor
inducing labyrinth city in the old town, have a new
opportunity to expand this order. As the same time,
Art school as a media enlarged and extracted the two
sides of kite crafting: explored the more idealized
theoretical significance of kites in industrial society
context, and the traditional and homemade method.
When the labyrinth city from old town expands
to new town through the gate, while the modern
education of art is expanding to old town as the
same time, this series of agencies about art school is
not a simple replicated city model but creates a new
order that has a strong context with industrializing
and traditional society.
A series of agencies relative with the art school,
as gallery and craft studio, expand the conceptual
blurring on the boundaries. A new society
established to present the blurring and expanding.
The two distinct disciplines in art education are
respectively linked with other social agencies, and
coexist in this gate, that expand the concept of
blurring to diverse institutions. For instance, modern
gallery based on western modern art theory is
established for expanding the influence of modern
art in communication. And the designers’ office is a
practical result of this modern theory. On the other
hand, craft shops and studios present the other
aspect of art education, and these agencies are
expanding it to practice and development.
A connection and communication of old town and
the new town is built through the boundaries as a
gate. The gate based on art school develops to a new
territory that blurs the boundaries in the material
world and metaphysical ideologies and drives
the order of labyrinth city to achieve sustainable
development and expansion.
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The kite dropped anchor to the ground and flew
into the sky with human happiness.

